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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
While tourism is presented as virtuous for the developing coun-

tries in general, it is argued in this paper that it also generates social 
exclusion, gender asymmetry and that it perpetuates ethnic tensions. 
An ethnographic inquiry into Punta Cana’s All-inclusive resort ho-
tels in the Dominican Republic allows the author to interpret the 
disciplinary policies implemented by the transnational tourism in-
dustry that impedes cultural hybridity and exacerbates social, gender 
and ethnic hierarchies and stigmas. In particular, the narratives that 
emerge from the field rely on day - night / outside - inside the resort 
logics as spatio-temporal landmarks which rhythm the activities of 
visitors and locals. They are materialized by two locations: the beach 
and the disco, where power struggles are in play. 

The author proposes a socio-spatial analysis that accounts for 
the tourism industry’s attempt to frame a specific script or experience 
for the transnational tourists and to control and discipline the locals 
privatizing Dominican land. Far from the cultural hybridity promot-
ed in its brochures, the transnational tourism management policies 
tend to reinforce power structures variously in terms of gender, eth-
nicity and social positions. However, the findings also account for 
the temptation for tourists and locals to contest those boundaries; in 
particular a sense of agency is manifest in constructing Caribbean 
identities within this context. 

dominican development policies 
Emerging economies are insufficiently researched compared to 

western contexts (Jafari, Suerdem, Firat, Askegaard, Dalli, 2012), 
this study is a contribution to the thin body of research that tackles 
marketplace performances that occur and involve non-western con-
sumers.  Also, Askegaard and Linnet (2011) appeal for a broader un-
derstanding of consumption phenomena studying not only the micro-
context as it is mostly the case in consumer research but enlarging the 
spectrum eliciting the findings within what the authors called “The 
context of the context”.  Understanding the meanings of the relation-
ships between service providers and tourists calls a deep attention to 
the development policies in the Dominican Republic. 

The Dominican Republic is the second largest country in the 
Caribbean; it covers two-thirds of La Isla Hispaniola that is shared 
with Haiti. Like many developing countries, the Dominican Republic 
was an agricultural exporter. Tremendous shifts in the DR’s economy 
have recently occurred. The service sector has largely overtaken other 
activities, mainly due to the development of tourism as the result of 
a governmental effort since the early 1970s. Transitional economies 
often recognize that tourism is a good way to bring foreign invest-
ment and currency into the domestic market. It also diminishes the 
dependency on agricultural products and or natural resources, which 
are subject to market fluctuations. Foreign investment before the 60s 
(Trujillo Era) was very limited in an unstable economy seen as risky 
by investors. Now, with the booming tourism industry, investment is 
rather seen as attractive by foreigners and it is no surprise that they 
own most of DR’s resorts. This is especially so since all the govern-
ments starting in the 1970s, and in light of the IMF recommenda-
tions, offered them many tax benefits (Haggerty, 1989). On the other 
hand, the island has become a favorite destination for westerners due 
to its inexpensiveness (many devaluations of the Dominican Peso), 
proximity to Canada and the US, and not least its 800 miles of beau-
tiful beaches and the variety of aquatic activities and landscapes it 

offers. In twenty years, the number of visitors increased by 15 times 
reaching over 3.7 million in 2010 (From Banco Central de la Repub-
lica Dominicana).

METHOdOLOGy 
By focusing on tourism in terms of consumption, commodi-

fication, and the political and cultural economy, the relationships 
between tourism, globalization, people and place are explored in 
an empirically grounded but theoretically informed analysis. The 
marketplace performances under-investigation are embedded in 
the broader socio-historic realm described earlier. However, unlike 
a body of research in Anthropology (Kempadoo, 1999, Brennan 
2004) that tackled specifically sex workers’ representations in the 
Caribbean, I locate this study in the context of crowded, close, safe, 
family resorts in Punta Cana as an apparent quiet and impersonal 
transnational place. I specifically investigate Local workers at large/ 
Western Tourists interactions in the context of holidays. Escaping 
usual images of female sex workers or the interactions of young male 
“beach boys” with aged female tourists allows the author to shed 
light on other forms of interactions between service providers and 
consumers in the Caribbean.  

I conducted a four-year ethnographic study, with over 20 weeks 
in the field. I met a group of Dominican people, some of the Ani-
mation staff in a resort representative of the local offer, Ifa Villas 
Bavaro Hotel, several times during different stays, enriching the data 
collection. Some informants stayed in contact with the author via 
social media allowing on-going discussions. I did share activities 
with informants (local dance, disco, visit of native towns/family…). 
I performed observations, informal/formal interviews; hundreds of 
photographs were also taken to perform a semiotic analysis (Floch, 
1989). In depth Interviews took place in Punta Cana, lasted 40min-
2h. I interviewed Dominican men and women working in Punta 
Cana’s resorts , male and female tourists, neophytes and connois-
seurs of the Dominican Republic and, Haitians working in a resort or 
on the Playa Bavaro Beach. These interviews followed McCracken’s 
(1988) recommendations and allowed a maximum of freedom to the 
informants to tell their stories without setting a structured agenda for 
the interview. The role of the interviewer was to ask for descriptions 
and details while the major themes under investigation appeared 
spontaneously during a “natural conversation” (Thompson, Locan-
der and Pollio 1989).

FIndInGS And dISCuSSIOn
In this section I discuss the themes and observations that 

emerged from the field as regard the socio-spatial organization of a 
transnational space in a third world country. I pay particular attention 
to the interactions between the diverse social actors involved. I will 
insist on the role played by the tourism industry in conveying dialec-
tics of power, ethnic, and gender stigma in the Dominican Republic.

At the beach…
Usually All-Inclusive resorts enable guests to travel between the 

hotel and the enclosed beach facilities without entering public space 
or encountering local inhabitants. The beach is often the place where 
public vs. private space mediates the opposition between tourists and 
locals. There is a tendency among the resort hotels to privatize the 
public beach, and therefore to exclude locals at the margins. Chaises 
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longues and private guards ensure the boundaries between them. But 
sometimes locals and tourists contest those boundaries: on Sundays 
sometimes some Dominican attempt to sit just next to some hotel 
chaises longues and argue with the private guard that “this is Do-
minican land!” they should not be forbidden to stay there. And the 
security guard answers, “Sorry my friend, I am doing my job!” Also, 
some tourists go for a walk on the beach, trying to find a part of the 
beach that is more “authentic” and often find at the end of it, -this 
is to say the liminal space- an informal or improvised Haitian mar-
ket. Here tourists enter in contact with the population at the margins 
of Dominican society, offering mainly Haitian paintings and cheap 
beauty services (such as hair braiding…Dominicans do not braid 
their hair as Haitians do, as a denial of their African origins…). 

The beach is then clearly a space of social and race power strug-
gles. The sociospatial dialectics of power involve 4 types of popula-
tions on Dominican beaches, transnational tourists, Dominicans and 
Haitians officially paid by the resort hotels as service providers for 
tourists who apply transnational management rules, the inhabitants 
of La Comunidad and beach visitors on their day-off, illegal Haitian 
workers who propose services and goods (hair braiding, paintings…) 
at a lower price than hotel gift shops and Beauty services. All hotel 
employees invoke crime and danger when leaving the official hotel 
beach area. The same partitioning of the beach is observed in many 
Dominican regions. 

“It is very dangerous for you to leave the beach hotel 
that is safeguarded by our security team and also to buy any 
items from Haitianos, they are dangerous and known for 
crime …and anyway the items you buy there are cheap sou-
venirs, those people are really involved in crime and drugs, 
and HIV…stay away from them for your own security” (Ho-
tel concierge, April, 2009)

The lead agency in this policing of difference is the Policia 
Turistica (POLITUR), specialized tourism police under the aegis of 
the state secretary for tourism. Beyond law enforcement, the POLI-
TUR’s role is to ensure licensed vendors do not annoy tourists, and 
that unlicensed vendors, beggars or sex workers and largely those 
who work in the informal economy are excluded from the Zona tur-
istica. The POLITUR often engage in cleaning campaigns (limpiar 
la calle) to clean the tourist zone from rubbish and exclude undesir-
able social elements such as Haitian migrants. These cleaning cam-
paigns are often conducted with the sponsoring of Punta Cana Tour-
ism Development Association. 

As a young Haitian working informally with tourists on the 
beach put it: 

“The POLITUR are our nightmare, a constant stress for 
us, even if I have lived here for 10 years I feel the hate from 
everywhere. Don’t stay here is the sentence I have certainly 
heard one million times in my life…this is why I try my best 
to find a solution to join my relatives in the Bronx… Do-
minicans hate us because we are smart, we speak languages 
and we are not lazy like them, if the POLITUR were not 
there and we had documents to work, there would be no jobs 
for them but you know the POLITUR and the resort manag-
ers it’s the same racists!...The tourists, I mean the ones who 
aren’t afraid of us, they like me because I am educated, I can 
spend a nice time with them speak English and French flu-
ently, we (Haitians), we are different from the Latinos you 
know” (François, 29)

Actually, the POLITUR do not only deny Haitians access to 
touristic zones but also all informal workers. There are several issues 

here: the price of the license is high; no license is issued without birth 
certificates that many Haitians and Dominicans of Haitian descent 
fail to obtain, but also poor Dominicans from rural regions whose 
birth was not officially declared and who even seem to be threatened 
with expulsion to Haiti if they fail to prove their citizenship. 

“I know a woman, a cleaning lady, she was fired after 
3 months in the resort as she failed showing her documents, 
she paid people to help her produce those documents but she 
never managed to obtain a birth certificate…It’s better for 
her to go back to the countryside otherwise she might be mis-
taken as an illegal Haitian!” (Claudio, 34)

Citizenship is here a key element for securing a job and the 
traffic of documents among Haitians is quite a common story. Not 
only are the poor marginalized but as Playa Bavaro is treasured by 
the government -being ranked among the 10 most beautiful beaches 
in the World- and because of other regions’ reputations regarding 
prostitution (e.g. Sosuà; Bocca Chica), “a zero sex workers on Playa 
Bavaro” policy is enforced by the POLITUR to guarantee the family 
atmosphere that is targeted by the tourism industry. Doing so, this 
does not discourage diverse forms of prostitution or “sex romances” 
that are very difficult to untangle and that often start at resort night-
clubs.

At The disco…
At night, tourists and locals gather in all-inclusive resorts dis-

cos. For the tourism industry it is the only way to fabricate a tropical 
Latino fantasy in this transnational space. Latino music and local 
dancers serve as a mean of differentiation from other destinations. 
Dominicans are often allowed to join tourists in the resort’s disco, 
changing status from employees (with uniforms that are used to dis-
cipline their behavior) during the day to clients (displaying personal 
fashion codes) as they pay for their drinks. Nevertheless once again 
management rules impede tourists/locals interactions: close physical 
contact between clients and employees is forbidden, entering a cli-
ent or employee’s room is impossible. The strict surveillance from 
managers and security guards is obvious and feared by employees 
who can loose their job instantly if they do derogate to those rules. 
This context is the most difficult aspect of the job mentioned by the 
employees as they live in the resort sharing rooms with co-workers 
without any intimacy and getting two days off out of nine or ten days 
of hard work. Their family usually lives three to five hours away 
from the hotel, which means they spend most of their day off travel-
ing by bus. Most of the hotel workers are young single parents who 
provide for their babies and families by accepting better-paid jobs 
in the tourism industry. This isolation is in particular experienced 
as somehow emasculating by the young men; although they also re-
port satisfaction from being in contact with tourists in a beautiful 
environment, many of them use the term progresar to refer to their 
hope of upward social mobility by interacting with foreigners which 
echoes Ustuner and Thompson service providers’ discourses in Is-
tanbul (2012).

Yet, some Locals/ tourists contest those rules. Dominican male 
agency is emphasized through romances with young tourists. Com-
petition to enhance their status within the employee peer group is as 
important as the rivalry over seduction with male tourists. Bodies, 
possessions and brands are manipulated as signs to convey specific 
discourses on sex, gender, ethnicity and social status. At a micro-
level, intimate interactions between tourists and locals reveal the 
reproduction of power relations while male locals also show a sense 
of agency trying to take advantage of this situation both emulating 
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white male consumers and exaggerating stereotypes of hyper-mas-
culinity.

 In this context, Dominican men literally take possession of the 
space - the disco floor - as a response to the emasculating tourism 
management. They reverse the situation by appearing very confident 
asserting their skills/competencies: easy contact with women; show-
ing off by dancing and inviting women; display of bad boys fashion 
codes emulating hip hop celebrities; display of muscular bodies and 
a “cosmeticized” appearance.

These young female/ young male Caribbean interactions shed 
light on a reality ignored in previous ethnographies in the Domini-
can Republic (Kempadoo 1999, Brennan 2004, Gregory 1997) that 
analyze young Caribbean men with older White women and often 
presented by the popular media. Escaping those clichés makes it pos-
sible to account for a much complex gender game in a transnational 
context. For the female tourists encountered, those men represent a 
way to escape everyday narratives, and insert liberating, differentiat-
ing social discourses. They are aware of their agency as citizen of 
the western world but still state that they are attracted by what some 
informants term the “beauty”, “sexiness”, “manliness”, and even the 
“machismo” of those men, who also pay them so much “attention” 
which is not the case of western men, who use “pseudo-egalitarian” 
schemes to avoid being “involved” and “gentle”. These quite na-
ïve assertions fuel idealized images of the foreign, exotic other who, 
via possessions (global tech, fashion brands and music), seems even 
closer. On the other hand, different strategies are at play for male ho-
tel employees, some just want to have fun and forget tough working 
conditions, some (a minority) try to get a western girlfriend to settle 
abroad, some would like to have a nice time and hope for presents 
and/or money. However, most of them state they would not go with 
any women if she is “too old”, “unattractive”. Such behavior re-
mained an exception during my several weeks there. For some men, 
it is an opportunity to express their “personality” through clothing 
and less controlled behavior than during the day, for instance some 
Haitians keep their long braided hair that is often forbidden by the 
management and confide about their cultural specificities while they 
are told not to voice they are Haitian it in the hotel. Meeting tour-
ists - as seeming equals - helps reduce vivid internal tensions and 
reinforce self-esteem according to various informants.

“I don’t have the possibility to share a meal with the 
tourists, all day I smell pizza and I can’t get any unless some 
tourists hide some and bring me a slice, do you think this 
is normal? But when the night comes, it is like in Hector 
Acosta’s song, I don’t have money, I can’t bring you to Eu-
rope and all the stuff but I am sure with me you feel happy…
(big laughs)” (Melvin, 29)

In this context, complex representations of relationships which 
are forbidden by the management increase the sense of transgression 
by all actors transforming their initial representations and display-
ing seemingly opposite desires- the desire for the seductive foreign 
and the desire for the authentic local (Wilk, 1995). On the other 
hand, logics of co-dependencies (Ustuner and Thompson, 2012) dis-
rupt traditional social status games and hierarchies and object/sub-
ject dialectics. Here especially hybrid identities are experienced as 
various capital games are emphasized. Seduction assets in a holiday 
resort are more valued than anywhere else. The mastery of Latino 
dance also empowers Locals over tourists although power structures 
are still at stake as Locals remain under surveillance. The only way 
they can escape it is leaving the resort for the night which can cause 
money issues as they depend on the female tourists to follow them 

and, obviously, pay the expenses. In a sense, impeding close Locals/
Tourist interactions ends up encouraging informal prostitution.

Interesting are the reactions of some young male tourists that 
either admire the successes of Locals with female tourists or often 
express a frustration while facing female tourists consuming the ra-
cialized fantasy of Latin hyper-masculinity. 

“I will never come back to the Dominican Republic, it 
is my third and last time here… it’s not possible to meet nice 
girls I mean tourists, they are all with the Dominicans, they 
don’t pay attention to us. The worst of it is …those people 
in Spain, the girls would never look at them! Anyway they 
would not be even able to enter the disco I am used to going 
to…I don’t know what’s wrong with these girls, I am sure 
they know those men have 15 girlfriends at the same time” 
(Ricardo, 32, Spanish, Wholesaler)

Here some informants activate classist and/or colonial discours-
es; it is also representative of other tourists’ behaviors that avoid 
any particular contacts with locals except getting the best service for 
a minimum price. Especially during slack season weekends, some 
resorts are filled with Dominican families, NGOs or companies pay-
ing for their stay. Many tourists report they wish this did not happen 
as “it disrupts the whole thing!” as a woman put it, or “Dominican 
Rep. without the Dominicans is much better: I will never come back 
to this hotel!”

It is noteworthy that skin-capital and citizenship become in this 
context socio-economic capital that blurs habitual social taxonomies 
(and the marginalized citizenship issues mentioned earlier). Some 
tourists from lower classes feel superior and are viewed as rich by 
employees, while some service providers are much more educated 
(doctors without jobs for instance), speaking several languages and 
trying to interact with western middle-class women whose financial 
independence is seen as a potential liberation. 

COnCLuSIOn
As we have seen, the cultural hybridity that is a consequence 

of mass-tourism is nevertheless perceived as a threat to the seamless 
atmosphere of tourism and the principle of social exclusion. This 
unruly hybridity risks disrupting the binary oppositions undergird-
ing the industry’s symbolic economy between “guests” and “hosts”, 
between subjects and objects of consumption and between cosmo-
politan contemporaneity and the charm of, in this case, virgin beach-
town tropical island.  It is this subversive hybridity, a symbolic as 
much as an economic threat that the tourism industry tends to ex-
clude. 

The thick descriptions of the context organized in spatio-tempo-
ral landmarks help to convey the experience of different sets of ac-
tors interrelated in a network of performances leading to experiences 
of transformation in transnational places.  The research contributes 
to three areas: global service providers/consumers’ interactions, ac-
culturation processes and social class deployment in less industrial-
ized consumer cultures. 
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